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07-15 JK 4DR CENTER CAGE NET 

40500 
Note:  This center cage netting kit has coverage from the soundbar to the top of the tailgate.  For side 
coverage of the cargo area, Warrior also offers the 40600 Side Cage Net kit. A 40800 Basic Cargo Cover 
which spans the top of the tub is also available. 

Installation: 

1. To begin the installation process you must remove the two Freedom Top panels. It is not necessary to

completely remove the hard top, but it does make the process easier if you do. If your Jeep is equipped

with a soft top, fold it back so you can access

the top of the sound bar.

2. Take the Sound Bar Anchor Bracket and slip it

between the metal structure of the sound bar and

the forward plastic lip of the Jeeps’ sound bar

housing. You’ll need to pull back a little bit of

the sound bar padding to access the ends where

you’ll be drilling. Center and set the top edge of

the bracket (minus the loops) flush with the top

of the metal structure of the sound bar. Make

marks through the two mounting holes with a

marker pen, tap with a center punch and drill

with a 3/16
th drill bit. Utilize the (2) #14 size self-

tapping screws and affix the bracket to the

soundbar structure.

3. The (4) Footman Loops will now be screwed

into the top inside edge of the tailgate. Open the

tailgate wide so you can access the inside upper

surface of the tailgate. Using the measuring

tape, place the footman loops in the locations

shown in the image. Make your marks through

the mounting holes of the footman loops, then

center punch and drill them out with a 7/64
th drill

bit. Screw the footman loops down onto the

tailgate with the #10 x ½” sheet metal screws.

Tools needed Supplied Parts 
Cordless Drill (1) Center Cage Net 
Center Punch (1) Sound Bar Anchor Bracket 
7/64” Drill Bit (4) Footman Loop 
3/16” Drill Bit (8) Plastic Clip Buckle 
Phillips Screwdriver (4) 1” Velcro Wrap Strap 
Socket Wrench  (2) 14# x 1” Self Tap Screw 
3/8” socket (8) #10 x ½” Oval Head Sheet Metal Screw 
Measuring Tape 
Marker Pen 
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4. Drape the Center Cage Net over the rear roll bar with the ‘WP’ logo over the rear cargo area and facing

out. Take the three forward Velcro straps and feed them between the hard top and the sound bar so they

can be inserted through the mounting slots of the sound bar anchor bracket.  Fold the straps back upon

themselves and affix the Velcro securing the three center straps.

5. The next step is the part of the process that

will be easier if the hardtop is not on the

Jeep.  The forward corners have diagonal

straps that need to go around the ends of the

sound bar and roll bar.  (See image)

6. Once these (5) anchor points have been

situated, proceed with wrapping the

remaining straps where they lay against the

roll bar. It works best to just loosely wrap

each strap until you have them all positioned

and then do a final tightening.

7. There are 4 Velcro wrap straps with clips

that install around the diagonal sections of

the roll bar and 4 nylon webbing straps with clips that go through the footman loops attached to the

tailgate. Note: We recommend not having the tailgate straps clipped when running the hardtop as this

configuration will prevent the tailgate from opening.

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING WARRIOR PRODUCTS

Shop the largest selection of reliable soft tops and hard tops in our online store.

https://www.carid.com/warrior/
https://www.carid.com/soft-hard-tops.html

